Coating Warranty

D-200 Molecular Bonded Finish
For Vinyl Doors

Since D-200 is a specialized coating, the coating is guaranteed under normal conditions for a period of fifteen (15) years from the initial date of application, against weathering, specifically “peeling, cracking or blistering from/on the applied surface and significant ultraviolet discoloration” (greater than 6 Delta E units) caused by natural environmental atmospheric conditions. Should D-200 fail due to product defect (when the published application instructions have been followed) the coating manufacturer, AquaSurTech will replace the coating free of charge.

This warranty may be extended to an Application Warranty if the product has been applied by Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties, or an applicator approved by same. Under the Application warranty any product failures due to defective D-200 (as defined in the previous paragraph) will be repaired in-the-field at AquaSurTech’s expense for a period of 15 years from the initial date of application.

The warranty is not applicable under the following conditions:

1. If damage is caused by an external factor i.e. Stucco leach, acidic washes, hard tack tapes, blowing sand, etc.
2. If damage occurred during delivery or transport of coated profiles
3. Any act of God
4. If the application instructions have not been followed
5. If damage is as a result of poor quality profiles
6. The Application Warranty will only apply for coating failures, not for failures due to poor product preparation. Spot adhesion failures (less than 15% of the surface area) are not covered under the warranty since the cause is inconsistent preparation.

The Warranty expressed herein constitutes the buyer’s sole remedy whether arising in contract, tort, products liability or otherwise and is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.